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Design Provisions for Dynamic Loading of
Highway Bridges

J.R. BILLING and R. GREEN

ABSTRACT,

Thè Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code
(OHBDC) contains provisions for dynamic load
and vibration that cliffer substantially fronì
those of other codes. rn these provisions
ít ís considered that the dynamic effects of
vehicles crossing highway brídges can still-
be described in terrns of an equivalent stat-
ic effect that is a fraction of the design
vehicle 1oad, but the nagnitude of this ef-
fect is described in terms of the natural
frequency of the structure rather than the
span length. FeIÀ' codes are based on a
lirnit-state design philosophy for both de-
sign and evaluation. Accordingly, ner,v pro-
visions were required for OHBDC that adè-
quately represent the randorn effects of the
dynanic component of load as typícal design
and evaluation vehicles traverse a span. A
review of existing code provisions for í¡n-
pact, a discussion of vehicle-bridge inter-
action, and dynamic tests of bridges carried
out in the.Province of ontario during the
past 25 years are provided. The results of
the tests are presented ancl discussed in the
context of a design code for highway
bridges. Sone existing provisions were
found unconservative for structures having a
first flexural frequency between 2.0 and 5.0
Hz. Calibration of the 1oåd factors for
dynamic load allordance for a relíability-
based limit-state design code Ís described.
In sutn¡nary, the dynamic response of noclern
bridges to mo¿lern vehicles is reviewecl and
how this response can be caterèd to in a de-
sign cocle is described.

Investigations of the static and the dynamic re-
sponses of bridges to loailing by both commercial and
test vehicles have been part of routíne test pro-
grams carried out by the ontario Ministry of
Transportation and Comnunications (MTC) in Canada
during the past two to three decades. Investiga-
tions of dynamic behavior have been directed toward
the response of new forms of construction for inter-
mediate-span and long-span structures and assessnent
of pedestrian reaction to vehicles crossing flexibl-e
structures.

Thís test experience, together with a trend to-
ward limit-state design for both bridge evaluation
and bridge design, led to the developtnent of the
ontario Highv¡ay aridge Design code (oHBDc). The
OHBDC, first published in L979 and revised in 1983,
is a linit-state docunent. Developnent of the OHBDC

by ¡,lTC required an almost complete evaluation of
current design proce¿lures. In particularr nev, pro-
visions were required to represent the randon nature
of the dynamic conponent of Ìoad as representative
design vehicles traversed a span or spans of a
s tructure.

Old and current provisions for dynamic load al-
Ionance, the tern favored here for impact, are re-

viewed. This review shows that nany different dy-
namic l-oad allovrances have been used in dêsign and
that it is not clear that traditional non-limit-
state codes model the physicaL behavior of vehicle-
bridge interaction. The process by which the cty-
namic load allowance provisions of the OHBDC v¡ere
developed is prèsented together with the test
evidence ând code provisions. The OHBDC provisions
are believed representative of the principal char-
acteristics of typical vehicle-bridge systerns and
include recognitíon of quasi-resonance between
vehicle and bridge.

A HISTORY

A first step in the development of the OHBDC was to
assess vrhether design provisions currently in use in
North America and elsewhere for highway brídge dy-
narnic loading were appropriate. This was based not
only on a survey of those provisíons but also on
consideration of their derivation and intent.

Allowances for dynamic l"oad, custonarily referred
to as impact factors. used by several countries are
shown in Figure I in terns of span. There is gen-
eral agreenent that the allovrance should be higher
for short spans and should decrease as the longer
span increases.
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FIGURE I Typical impact provisions,
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The development of
Àmerica is of interest.
gested an impact stress
lowing form:

ß=(LLS)r/2@LS+LLS)

where

impact factors in North
In 19I0, Thomson (l) sug-
allowance having the fol-

(1)

IS = irnpact stress due to live load,
DLS = stress due to static dead load, and
tLS = stress due to static live load.

The physical background leading to the design equa-
tion \ras neither given nor referenced, but it should

lapan (re¡nf. conc.)
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be noted that thè rãtío of live-load to dead-load
stress is the nain para¡neter in the design equation
rather than span.

North American híghway bridge impact provisions
were derived from railway engineering, where design-
ers were reguired to recognize the hamner-blow ef-
fect of steam loconotive drive ¡¡heels. This bamner-
blow effect produces a sinusoidal force having a
frequency proportional to locomotive speed and gíves
r ise to large impactive forces. In L922, the
Anerican Railway Engineering Association (AREA)

aalopted the following relatíonship (Z):

I = s0/(L + 1s0) Q)

where I is the ímpact factor, not to exceed 0.30,
and L is the span length in fêet. Tn the sarne year
AÀSHO suggested Q) the following (L in feet):

r = (L + 2s0y(l0l- + s00) (3)

A joint conference committee of AREA and AASHO in
1927 ailopted this form (2) (L in feet):

r = sO/(L + 12s) (4)

Thus, the nain input to híghway bridge inpact aI-
lowance was experience with railway bridges and
stean locomotives.

The first thorough investigation of highway
brídge dynamic loading was conductetl fro¡n J.922 Eo
1928 by an AscE cornmittee (2). This conmittee íden-
tifíed that decks and deck support components had
different response characteristics from those of
main longitudinal members. An impact allowance of
O.25 was reconnen¿led for decks, and for ¡nain
Iongitudinal ¡nernbers the comnittee suggested the
following (L in feet):

I = sO/(L + 160) (s)

v¡ith I not greater than 0.25. Test data nere ob-
tained from l-0 bridges by using a ls-ton truck driv-
ing at speeds up to 15 mph. The recommendation for
rnain longitudinal nernbers included the staternent:
"Data are too meager to establish a relationship
betlreen impact and span.n One of the ¡nain concerns
at thís time was the difference in response between
vehicles having solid and those having pneunatic
tires.

Major studies in the 1950s and 1960s included
those cårried out by the University of Illinois (3)
and as part of the AÀSHO noad Test t!). These were
both analytical and experimental studies and íden-
tified roughness and undulation of the riding sur-
face and the approach and bridge as najor contribu-
tors to the dynarnic rèsponse of a briilge.

A speed parameter (c) associate¿l with a snoothly
rolling axle crossing a span was considered inpor-
tant:

a=Yl?Lf (6)

where

V = truck speed (ftlsec),
t = span (ft), and
f = first flexural frequency (Hz).

In addition, the ratio of axle spacing to span
length was found significant. This work at Illinois
achieved significant agreement between analytical
and observed results and identified the broad scope
of the problem, especially for simple-span bridges
(3). Three-span continuous bridges were also exan-
ined and found to be nore complèx than simple
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spans. Neither a quasi-resonance effect of close
truck and bridqe frequencÍes nor torsional resPonses
were noted.

An alternative inpact factor was suggested as a

conseguence of this work (5r6):

l=0.15+o Q)

The first terrn represents the effect of inítia1 os-
cillation of the truck entering the span and the sec-
ond the effect of a srnoothly rolling mass crossing
the span. This forn was not' holteverr adopted in
any design code.

Computer simulations in the early 1970s resulted
in a rather conplicated set of impact factors for
the various conponents of horizontally curved steel
briélges (7). This appears to be the only additíon
to the faniliar Equation 4' adopted in 1927 and
stíI1 wídely used some 57 years later (8'9).

The AASHTO specifications (8) use the irnpact fac-
tor to increase member stresses, not to increase
Ioads, although it is not unusual for Equatíon 4 to
be used in design offices as a factor to increase
loads rather than member stresses.

This brief survey has shown that the provisions
used for dynanic loading of highway bridlges are
based on early railroad and highway experience.
Structures and materials in use then were not typi-
cal of current construction. Vehicles were also
guite different from typical heavy highway loads
currently legal in ontario ancl other provinces of
canada' v¡here up to 63,500 kg (eSO kN) nay be car-
ried on an eight-axle vehicle having a length of 21
ro 23 rn (l_!) .

Even in the 1920s, when these provisíons were de-
veloped, a clear relationship bet$¡een span and im-
pact was not evident. Nevertheless, the AASHTO ín-
pact fornula has not been unsatisfactory, at least
fro¡n the point of vieer that few (if any) bridge
failures can be attributed clirectly to dynanic
response of the bridqe.

Two consístent patterns emerge fron the litera-
ture on dynanic loading of bridges. First, the
problem is too difficult and complex to address in
the context of a design code by analytical means.
Second, test data are difficult to obtain and <ìif-
ficult to interpret in a manner relevant to the de-
sign provisions of a code. Perhaps, therefore, these
considerations have contributed to an apparent lack
of need for change in dynanic loading provÍsions.

VEHICLE-BRIDGE DYNAMIC INTERACTION

To appreciate the design of bridges for vehicles, a
discussion of vehicle and bridge characteristics is
of value. when a moving load crosses a span that is
at rest, the span deflects from an equilibrium posi-
tion. Forces acting on the span are a conbination
of those due to the vehicle and span masses. These
forcês co¡nbíne to give maximum stãtic and dynanic
effects at or near the rnidspan in simple-span struc-
tures. The ilynamic response of the bridge will be a
co¡nbination of the flexural and torsíonal modes of
vibration anil a forced response associatecl vrith the
Ioad oscillating on its suspension systern. Elastic
resístance of the superstructure tends to restore
the span to an equilibrium position, and frictional
forces (damping) wíthin the span dissípate energy
transferred to the span by the noving load. A

typical deflection-tine trace for the nidspan of a
sínple-span structure is given in Fígure 2. This
trace can be thought of as an influence line for de-
flection at the instrunent location, the nidspan
point.

A steady force is applied to the riding surface
lry the tires of a vehicle travelíng along a snooth
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gain insight into the principal vehlcle and bridge
characteristics governing response.

A single axle traversíng a simple span without
riding surface irregularities and response so small
that the load is negligibly different fron the
static value corresponds to a point force crossing
at constant velocity (V). The span deflection is
increased over the static value by an amount depen-
dent on the speed parameter a (Figure 4). For
typical highway bridges and legal highway speeds,
the speed parameter a is in the range 0.08 to
0.20, and the ratio of maxinu¡n to static deflection
ls bounded above by t(l + c),/(1 - c¡)t for all
c(. For tlpicâI brirlges it is bounded above by
(1 + o¡ (12-15.) .

FIGURE 2 Typical deflection-time t¡ace.

horizontal rigid riding surface at a eonstant veloc-
ity. This ís an idealized sítuatíon, and the ap-
plication of any external force caused by wind,
steering, or braking will result in a change of ap-
plied tire force to the riding surface, as will
variations in the profile of the riding surface. As
a vehicle crosses a briclge superstructure, the
superstructure deflects anil further variation in
vehícle axle load occurs. The instantaneous de-
flection of the superstructure is a function of the
position of the vehicle, the previous deflection
history, and the axle loaal variation. The vehicle
and superstructure are inseparably coupled [Figure 3
(11) I .

TIRT RIDING
SURFACE FORCES

FIGURE 3 Vehicle and bridge interaction.

Thus, any description of the dynamic response of
the vehiclê-bridge system should include at least
the mass distribution, natural frequencies, nodes of
vibration, and danping characteristics of the bridge
supergtructurei rnass and dynarnic characteristics of
the vehicle; initial conditions of both vehicle and
structure' including vertical displacements ancl ve-
locityt and ridlng surface profile. undulations and
irregularities in the approach riding surface caused
by repair¡ weathering misaligned expansion joints,
snoyr, and íce all influence the initíal condition of
the vehicle. Camber variations, settlenentr tem-
perature-induced curvaturer and badly naintained
surfacing will also affect the superstructure riding
surface profile. In additionr the suPerstructure
rnay noÈ be at rest because of other vehicles on or
off the span. A1l the guantities noted Previously
cannot be easily monitoredl or neasured within the
norrnal limitations of budgets for either analyses or
field tests.

Notgrithstanding the conplexity of the problern,
simple nodels of vehicles and bridges can be used to

TAPE 3, TRACE NO. II

TAPE 3, TRACE NO. I2
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FIGURE 4 Simple-span dynamic amplification for
moving-point load.

NoÌr consider a constant force P combined with a
constant-anplitude oscillatory load Q of circular
frequency Or so thât a force (P + 0 sinQt) tra-
verses a simple-span bridge. This force representa
an upper bound on the real situation because irregu-
larities of the ridíng surface excite vehicle vibra-
tion but no energy is absorbed by thê vehlcle sus-
pension. The dynamic deflection anplification
factor (A) is strongly dependent on the ratio of
vehicle frequency (ç¿) to bridge fundla¡nental fre-
quency (or = 2rf) r as shown in Figure 5 for two
Ievels of brldge damping in terms of the fraction of
critical tlanping (v). The response (Figure 5) is
akin to resonance of a system with a single degree
of freedom (!L) but is not infinitq for zero da¡nping
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Frequency Ratio Q/a

Tolal Dynamrc Amplrfication of Deflecl¡on
_ 1+e^/p

FIGURE 5 Dependence ofdynamic
amplification on frequency ratio and
damping.
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because passage of the load 1i¡nits the time the
bridge is exposeil to the force (13). This large an-
plification of deflection when the load freguency
(f¿) corresponds to the bridge frequency (o) can
be thought of as quasi-resonance.

There are other parameters that affect bridge dy-
namic response to vehicle passage, such as the ratio
of tive load to dead loadr tire stiffness, and sus-
pension stiffness (Il-Iq). These sinple nodels ex-
amine vehicle and bridge dynanic interaction for the
first ¡node of a sinple span. Continuous and rnulti-
girder bridges may have several noiles with frequen-
cies close together. Vehictes have heave freguen-
cies of 2 to 5 Hz, so it is likely that one of the
Iower nodes of any bridge with a span of 20 to 25 m

is in the sarne frequency range. For longer spans
for which the first mode of the bridge is beLow 2

Hz, coíncidence of vehicle frequency and frequency
of a higher node of the bridge is likeIy (I1) r as is
the anplification of response.

In summäry' dynanic arnplification increases wiÈh
speeit for a noving force but decreases with speed
for a sprung tnass $¡ithout damping. The initial con-
ditions for even the simplest case of a movíng force
anal mass entering a span are uncertain, and the ini-
tial contlitions for a sprung vehicle entering a
bridge are even nore clifficult to assess.

1956-1957 TEST SERIES

A group of 52 bridges known.to vibrate was selected
for test (18'!1). A variety of differing types'
spans, and cross-sectional geometry was chosen. AP-
proach and deck conditions varied widely and in-
cluded marked irreguLarities or undulations.

Fron the nore than 2'000 individual records of
bridge notion for the calibration and other vehi-
clesr it was possible to obtain vehicle speed an¿l

axle spacing, maximum staÈic iteflection for a given
vehicle, anpl-itude of vibration, and frequencies of
vibration. the stiffness of the structure was cal-
culated from the calibration-vehicle data and was
used to obtain an equívalent load of a1t other vehi-
cles. The equivalent load of a vehicle is related
through an unknown load-distribution and axle-
spacing function to the calibration vehicle.

The inportance of the ratio of maxi¡num dynamic
deflection (tùÁ) to maxi¡num static deflectíon
(w-) in dynarnìLc response studies (Figure 2l is' s'
we-I1 known. Hence the ratio of naximum clynamic de-
flection (a¡nplitude) to equivalent load' referred to
as the anplitude factor, was used to obtain the am-
plitu¿le developed by a vehicle of unit equivalent
1oad.

Typical results of interest are shown in Figures
6 and 7 in terms of amplitude factor versus speed
and vehicLe load, respectively. Fígure 6 indicätes
that the amplitude factor is a function of speed and
can have a form associated wíth a constant noving
nass traversing a structure. The influence of
increasing equivalent rreight on anplitude factor is
clearly shown in Figure 7.

The frequency of vibration of the loaded struc-
tures was generally the first longitudinaL flexural
frequency, suitably corrected for the additional
mass of the vehicle, or a forced freguency the value
of which range¿l fron 2 to 3 Hz. This range cor-
responds to the bounce frequency norrnally reported
for heavy com¡nercial vehicles sprung only by tires
and having an inactive suspension systen (4). A¡rong
the various correlations attenpted, the tendency of
the nedian amplitude factor to decrease r^ríth static
stiffness (not shown) and to íncrease for bridges
with observed frequencies in the range of the 2 to 5

Hz \ras apparent (Figure 8) (18).

s¡ÉJed (n/sec)

FIGURE 6 Amplitude factor
verzus speed.
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FIGURE 7 Amplitude factor verzus equivalent
weight.
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FIGURE B Dynamic increment vers¡s
observed frequency.

1969-197T TEST SERIES

During this períod a series of tests was conpleteal
on continuous concrete bridges by usíng a flve-axle
tractor-traiter conbination weighing 400 kN (20).
calculated frequencies corresponded with observed
values in most cases. The naximurn observed dynarnic
amplification of deflectíon varied from 0.30 to 0.85
for bridges in the measured frequency range of 2 to
5 Hz because of a single test vehicle.

The observations fro¡n this test series Led to the
design concepts used for the Conestogo River Bridge
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(2f) in which by relaxing the llve-Ioad defLection
to span requirenents of AASHTO (9), it was possible
to provícle a distribution of longitudlnal stiffnese
that yielded a first flexural frequency outsi¿le the
quasi-resonance range associated with 2 to 5 Hz.
The inportance of the frequency content of the load-
ing functíon on the rnagnitude of dynamic effects is
clearly illustrated in Figure 9 (2Ð in which the
footfaLl freguency of a horse drawlng a buggy pro-
duced a g.reater dynanic response than a heavy truck
diil. The latter, however, produced the lârger
static response.
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FIGURE 10 Power spectra, Gr¡ll Lake.
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FIGURE 9 Deflection-time trace, sample span.

Ì980 TEST SERIES

The 1980 tests lrere carried out to ensure that val-
ues of mean dynamic response and the associated
coefficient of variation used in calibration of the
OIIBDC were representative of nodern vehicles and
bridges. Test results indicated that reductions
coulil be made in the values specified for dynanic
effects in the first edition of OHBDC (22) as part
of the second edition (23).

A total of 27 structures were selected at 22 Io-
cati.ons, 5 of which were twín structures. They in-
cluiled 14 steel spans of 22 Eo I22 m, 10 concrete
spans of 16 to 41 m, and three tir¡ber spans of about
5 m (24r. The approaches, expansion joints, and
deck of all of these bridges were in good to
excellent condition.

Four test vehicLes were usetl. TVl and TV2 were
five-ax1e tractqr-trailer co¡nbinations having gross
weights of 391 anil 414 kN, TV3 v¡as an eight-axle
conbination having a gross weight of approximately
580 kN, and TV4 was â three-axle service vehicle
(241 kN). The vehicles are representative of heavy
com¡nercial vehicles operating in Ontario and all
were loadecl close to their lega1 limit.

Iqore than 100 inclividual runs were recorded for
each bridge by both test vehicles and nornal traffic
crossing the spans at a variety of speeds. fn adili-
tion, the response of the bridge to truck passage
was assessed subjectively by techniclans associated
lrith the testsr they used the Reiher-Èleister scale
(2s).

The Fu tapes of acceleration values recorded dur-
ing the test were used to determine frequencíes,
¡node shapes, an¿l alamping ratios of the bridge vibra-
tion modes (26). Between 6 and 12 modes of vibra-
tion of longitudínal flexure¡ torsion, and trans-
verse flexure could normally be ídentified wlth
certainty for longer-span continuous bridges (Fígurê
I0). In contrast' the three tlnber bridges tested
did not appear to have any vibration ¡nodes.

values of the first flexural frequency are shown
agalnst the longest span of the bridge ín Figure
11. Although there is a clear trend, with only a
few data polnts covering a diversity of construc-
tíon, it is unreasonable to suggest a simple rela-
tionshlp between frequency anil span thât could be
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FIGURE ll Frequency versus main span.

codified. A simple relationship such as f. = LIJ/L
(¡neters) appears to be useful for the prêllnlnary
deslgn estinate of frequency. The test series did
indicate that all conponents of the structure resist
the action of both static ancl dynarnic load.

By usíng the typical responses shown in Figure 12
for a three-span continuous bridge, three response

(aì Measurement Locatrons

*å¡å?J,ì'lNegarivel Posirive

(b) Main span Response

I uegative lRes¡dual-ù

RESPONSE I

RECION I

(c) Side Span ResDonse

Neßative I Pos¡tive lResidual-ì

Stat¡c Response

FIGURE 12 Typical responses.
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reglons were deflned. Dynaníc amplifications were
cornputed for the three response regions by using the
greatest static response for any instrument loca-
tion. The overall statistics of dynaníc anplifica-
tion are presented in Table 1. These ¿lata ínclude
for each bridge al1 single-truck runs by test vehi-
cles and by other traffic at all speeds ín any one
lane. The nean dynanic amplífications âre not
large, even though some individuäl test clynanÍc am-
plifications greater than 0.5 were observed. The
coeffícients of variation are larger varying between
0.56 and 1.11 with a nean of 0.85. The data of
Tab1e I show that the mëan dynarnic a¡nplífications of
continuous bridges are approxirnately equal for both
positive and negative regions of the influence line
for deflection at a given point.

Test vehicles TvL and TV2 r.rere similar ín overall
di¡nensions and weíght. Tv2 had an air suspension,
whereas Tvl had leaf springs. The nean dynanic am-
plification by Tv2 was about 60 Percent of that for
fVI for all runs on atl bridges. Presumably the
air-spring and paralle1 shock-absorber suspension
system provicles darnping uncler all conditions t
whereas the J.eaf-spring assernbly only absorbs energy
for large ilisplacements or high rates of loading (4).

The mean dynanic amplification for all runs gen-
erally decreased with increase in weight of trucks
for spans greater than about 30 m (Figure 13). This
retluction is Presumably because additional axles are
required for an increase in legat gross vehicle
weíghtr and these axles are not in phaser which

TABLE I Overall Statistics of \namic Amplification
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noderates the dynamic effect. If the product of
truck weight and mean dynarnic arnplificatÍon ís used
as a neasure of total dyna¡nic toad associated with a

vehicler Figure 14 shows the dynamic load for vari-
ous test vehicte weights, corresponding to the data
of Figure l-3. The dynarnic load for each of Èhe four
bridges shown is sensibly constant for each test ve-
hicle yteightt the different magnitudes are associ-
ated with dífferent pavenent irregularities for each
br idge.

HI,T¿IAN RESPONSE

During a test technicians and others were asked to
stand on the bridge and provide a subjective rating
of briilge vibration caused by passing trucks. The

Reiher-Meister descriptors (2Þ.) t{ere used: noÈ per-
ceptible. slightly PercePtible' distinctly percepti-
ble, strongly perceptible, disturbing, and very clís-
turbing. No training or calibration lvas given. The
threshold of perception was found to be in the range
of 0.015 to 0.025 g. The slightly' distinctly, and

strongly perceptible ratings had nean accelerations
of 0.039' 0.052' anil 0.076 9, respectively. For one
structure with a ¡neasured frequency of 0.75 Hz' the
highest and ¡nean of observed accelerations under
normal traffíc were 0.062 and 0.036 lr respec-
tivety. This particular structure had a live-load
deflection to span ratio nearly twice that permitted
by AASHTo (t).

OHBDC deflection criteria for Pedestrian service-

Positive Region

Bridge
No.a

Positive Region Negative Region 
f

Mean CV Mean CV (Hz) l¡cationb
Bridge
No,a Mean CV

Negative Region

-f

Mean CV (Hz) Locationb

I
4
6
7
8
9
0
I
2
3
4

0.129 0.67
0.069 0.7 4
0.r 36 0.90
0.057 1.00
0.1 10 1.1 I
0.305 0.91
0.093 0.84
0.156 0.98
0.071 0.65
0.098 1.04
0.150 0.85
0.1l9 0.69
0.068 0.61
0.031 0.72
0.161 0.72
0.205 0.77

0.105 1.18
0.033 0.8 8

0.006 1.00
0.003 0.7 6
0.t34 0.7 9
0.1 04 0.98

0.164 0.70
0.141 0.72
0.191 0.s5
0.174 0.56
0.t 12 0.60
0.194 0.7 6
0.210 0.93
0.167 0.82
o.177 I .03
0.236 l .05
0.019 0.73
Q.062 0.8 3
0.090 0.63
0.099 0.6'7
0.084 0.59

0.137 0.85
0.204 0;7I
0.097 0.63
0.041 0.85
0.o92 0.52
0.061 0.66
0.075 0.55

4.00
3.13
5.00

10.63
12.00

10.38
3.1 3
8.06
7,t3

5.88

3.3 1

2.3t
2.8 8

3.63
2.69
3.44

o;7 5

17 0.123 O.42 2.94 a

0.100 0.57
0.t92 0.s 6
0.171 0.48 1.80 c
0.084 0.66 d

a

b
a

b
d

20
2l

23
24
26

2',7

a

b
a

b
c
d

l5

16

c
e

Note I CV = coefficient of variatiol, f = mode frequency.
aSee ¡eport by Billing (24).
bLocation: a = main spm, b = side span, c = midspaû, d= support,e =floorbeañ.
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ability are compared with results obtained fro¡n
tests in Figure 15i observed ileflections are scaled
to provide values appropriate to a serviceability
Iimit-state truck toad. None of the bridges tested
had significant pedestriân use. Hogrever, the cri-
teria appear appropriate even though the bridges in
the field behaveal ín such a way as to include the
stiffening effects of curbs and barrier walls.

S¡gn¡fi

oBradt

ittle Dedestilan use

"L
ant pedestrian use

o
w¡th sidewalk o

òa
2468

Firsl Flexurul Frequency (Hz)

FIGURE l5 Pedestrian serviceability.

DESIGN OF OIIBDC PROVISIONS

The OHBDC wa's undlertaken to impletnent into design
and evaluatíon various recent research findings
regarding structural design and response (2?). It
was also undertaken to rnake design loads representa-
tive of actual and legal heavy truck traffic ín the
Province of Ontario (10).

The exÍsting provisions for ¿lynamic loading of
bridges were ele¡nentary and familiar to design en-
gineers, so they were easy to apply. Ho$rever, as
also noted prevíousIy, the dynamic components of
Ioads arise fro¡n a complex process of vehicle and
bridge dynanic ínteraction. ft was therefore likely
that any provísions that woutd reguire a signÍficant
increase in computation or complexity for what $ras
often only a few percent of the total design load
would not be accêpted readily by design engineers.
The question of vrhether the impact formula could or
should be retained was carefully considered. ft be-
came apparent that change was not only necessary but
essential, for three reasons. First, continued use
of a formula bearing little relation to observed be-
havior of bridges in some span ranges would ínhibit
future editions of OHBDC and other co¿le ilevelop-
nents. Second, the need for a realistic representa-
tion of bridge loading becornes ¡nore inportant as
analysis nethods inprove and as bridges beco¡ne nore
slender and fatigue nore ímportant to design.
Finally, because OHBDC ¡ras to be one of the fírst
codes ín North À¡nerica ileveloped by using an
approach based on limit-state reliability, if any
substantive change lras to be ¡naale to the dynanic
loadíng effectsr it should be made with the fírst
edition of that coile. Once the need for change r¡as
realized, Ít was possible to focus on the task of
developing a form and values for the provisions that
would joíntly satisfy the designerrs need for sim-
plicity and adequately represent the nain dynanic
effect of vehicle loads.

The literal interpretation of the tern "inpactfactor" was considered too narro\d to express the
complex interaction of vehicle conponents, undula-
tion and roughness of approach and briclge riding
surface, bridge dynamics, and vehicle speed. rt ¡¡as
discarded in favor of the terrn idynaníc load aI-
lowance. n

The OHBDC provisions on dynamic loading were

:
s,
o

o
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written with future developnents in nind. The de-
signer \ras therefore perÍìitted to use any approved
dynanic analysis or test or both to develop a dy-
namic load aLlowance. In lieu of these, which ¡¡ould
probably only be in special circumstances, a dynamic
load allowance was prescríbed as an increase .to and
a fraction of the prescribed highway live load.
This contrasts with other codes in which dynamic ef-
fects are accounted for by an increase in stresses
ín designated components and mentrers caused by the
live l-oad (8,9) .

This change neans that the conponents of a bridge
need not be definect with respect to theír load-
carrying function¡ because the appropriate allowance
will automaticatJ.y be included in the load applie(ì
to a particular conponent. It also represents the
process âctually used by desígners.

The principal dynamic loading provisions of the
second-edition OHBDC (2f) are as follows:

1. The dynaníc loaal allowance for a síng1e wheel
or axle unit of the OHBDC truck, shown in Figure 16,
shal1 be 0.4. This aLlov¡ance rdill be used prinarily
for design of deck slabs, short-span floor beams,
and other components governed by the local effects
of the impactive action of wheel load.

Wheel Load 30 70 70
Axle Load 60 140140It+

80 kN

160 kN

-.>
o

t

r00

200

+ Cross Load
700 kN

lft
I

È
I

È

PLAN

(all d¡n¡ens¡ons ¡n metres)

FIGURE l6 OHBDC truck.

0.25+ þ--TYP.

2. The dynamic load allowance for nore than a
single axle of the OÌÌBDC truck acting on a structure
having no span in excess of 22 m shall be 0.3. This
allowance wi.Il be used primarily for design of sim-
p1e and continuous spans, transverse floor beams,
and iliaphrâg¡ns where strong ínteraction bettreen
truck and bridge is un1ikely. Typíca1ly, a span of
22 m r+ouÌd have a frequency no less than 5 Hz.

3. For a sÈructure having any span greater than
22 n, the dynamic loacl allowance for the truck por-
tion of the lane load shall depend on the first
flexural frequency of the bridge, as shown in Figure
17. The dynanic load allordance for the uniformly
distributed portion of the lane load sha1l be 0.1.
This allor¿ance vrill be used for <lesign of main
longítudinal ¡nembers of the bridge where signifícant
response of the bridge modes of tongitudinal and
torsional vibration is likely.

4. The dynamic load alLowance for soil-steel
structures sha1l be 0.4 for zero cover, reduced as
depth of cover increases.

5. The dynamíc load allowance for titnber bridges
shall be reduced by a factor of 0.7. This recog-
nizes the higher damping of this type of construc-
t ion.

6. For evaluation a reduced dynamic load al-
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FIGIrßE 17 Dynamic load allowance verzus

frequency.

lowance shall be used for passage by a single vehi-
cle carrying an exceptional loacl at low speed.

The values just gíven apply to loading in a
single or rnultiple traveled or deslgn lane or
lanes. Muttiple presence factors for dynamic load-
ing ín nore than one lane were taken as 0.7 for two
Ìanes, 0.6 for three lanes, and 0.5 for four or nore
lanes, and these factors were incorporated in the
nultiple presence factors for highway live load;
this disguised the rêduction ín the dynamic load al-
lowance due to multlple presence but facilltateil
calculation.

The values for clynamic load allowance given ear-
lier are those that resulte¿l fron code ealibratíon
(:q). Calibration was a process carried out to de-
fine load factors that woulat result in a reasonably
uniform safLty index (ß) for all nenbers of all
brldge Èypes. The loa¿l factor accounts for uncer-
tainty in loail and analysis and may incluile a pro-
fessional factor. Àlthough there are sígnificant
clifferences in longitudlinal ancl transverse distribu-
tions of live load and dynarníc toail and in their
variability, it was ilecíded that a corilnon 1oâ¿l fac-
tor should be usecl for both live and dynarnic loails
as a convenience.

oLLI Êarf (8)

where

aLL = specified live load factor, also to be useil
for dyna¡nic loail;

I = specifietl dynamic loa¿l allowancet
dI = conputed load factor for dynamic load based

on î, and
Ï = n.an clynamic a¡nplificatíon

Therefore

I= allla¡,¡- (9)

A tlpical value of aI might be 2.5, anil at¡
was specifiecl as 1.4; hence a specified dynanlc loa¿l
allowance of 0.4 (say) woutd result from a rnean ob-
serve¿l dlynamic anplification of only 0.22.

Values of rnêan dynamic ,anPlificatlon obtained
from the tests (Table I) weré scaled by usinq Egua-
tion 9 andl appropriate ratios of load factors
(aflcr,r,) ."ngitg fron 1.6 to 2'2 ' ilepending
on-thËcoefficient of variation Q9) and the results
ptottéd in Figure 17. The high dtynanric amplifica-
tion present for the majority of bridges in the re-
gion of 2 to 5 Hz is captured through the OHBDC pro-
visions. AASHTO values at 2 an¿l 3 Hz woulil be 0'16
and 0.20, respectivelyr for tl4)icaI spans.
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SERVICEABILITY

Some codes retain limitations on the ratio of tlepth
to span of ¡nain longitudinal menbers and of cleflec-
tion to span G,!) introduced by railroad engineers
iluring the l9th century. A review of these limita-
tions in 1958 was unable to establish a basis for
the li¡nitations nor was change recomnended (29).

The oHBDC considered specific provisions covering
span-depth and span-deflection li¡nítations but noted
that such limitations niqht inhibit future innova-
tion in design. Finally, because deflection was not
regarded as a linit state, these litnitations were
clÍscarded in favor of bridge vibration as a service-
abí1íty limit state. Pedestrians on a briclge are
sensitive to acceleratíon of the superstructure pro-
duced by passing vehicles. Because it is diffícult
for the designer to co¡npute accelerations, they $rere
transformed to equivalent deflections at the edge of
the structure, assunÍng average truck weights and
bridge dynanic response. Three leve1s of vibration
control viere identifled, and the two lower deflec-
tion leve1s are presented in Figure 15. The upPer
Ievel (not shown) appl-ies to bridges without side-
\raIks, which would be traversedl only by maintenance
personnel. The loh'est level rnight apply to bridges
in cities or in rural regions where they night be
used for viewing or fishing. The second Level ís
for briilges with sídewalks where fevr pedestrians are
expected. Data fron tests sho}, that even the lowest
level will generally be unrestrictive for spans
greater than 20 m (2!).

DISCUSSION

The recent report by the ÀSCE Connittee on Loads and
Forces on Briclges (3q) focused attention on the
problem of inpact on bridges. Some assistance nay
be offered by this paper based on Ontariors experí-
ence in the resolution of the research probJ.ems
identifíed by that committeee. The clynanic response
of a vehicle subsequent to traversing an undulating
approach and irregular expansion joint is unlikely
to be quantífied for use ín the analysis of vehicle-
bridge interaction. The mean value of the undulat-
ing cornponent of vehicle load ís influenced by
vehicle suspension systens antl vehicle length and
appears to be sensibLy constant for a given bridge
and approach condition (Figure 14); it is not a
function of gross vehicle weight for spans longer
than the vehícle. The importance of suspensíon sys-
tem characteristícs and ridíng surface to the nean
dynanic load associated !¡ith vehicles is not nevt
(4-5,15,18). The structural engineer has Iittle or
no control over either suspension or ríding surface
properties and hence must rely on the results of
field observations.

The Ontarío studies, even as early as the ¡nid-
1950s, indicated that dynanic arnplification values
for indiviilual bridges nith freguencies in the re-
gion of 2 to 5 Hz were on the average greater than
the sinitar nean values for briclges with spans of 15'
to 20. This trend (Fígure 11) is also apparent in
the 1968-1971 data (not shown) (?0) and in the 1980
data (Figure 1?), and it is not unreasonable to con-
sider that a clynamic property of a structure shoulcl
be a primary variable in the dynamic response.
There is no reasonr even noting the variability of
dynamic anplífícation, to expect this trend to be
only an Ontarío phenomenon, and indeecl, as recent
Swiss data ({) (Figure 18) itlustrate, it is not.
The Swiss data, for ¡naximun response on smooth pave-
ments, are fron new bridges proof-tested by using
similar vehicles (160 kN) traveling along the longi-
tudinal centerline of the structure. The anplifica-
tion values are bunded by a line having the såne
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FIGURE lB Peak dynamic amplification versus frequency,
Swiss results.

forrn buÈ not the sarne nunerical values as those for
the OHBDC (Figure 17).

Thus it does appear that first flexural frequency
should be considered as a najor variable for dynarnic
Ioad allowance, particularly for spans with frequen-
cies less than 5 Hz. Àlthough the frequency range
(2 to 5 Hz) may appear troublesome for design, no
attenpt should be rnade to avoi¿l thÍs frequency
range, because dynamic load allowance values are
available. on the other hancl, designs can be
create¿l to reduce the large allowances associated
with quasi-resonance (2I).

The questíon of the need to consider dynanic ef-
fects at the ultinate linit state and vrhat value
should be useil is for the calÍbration experts. Per-
haps future design codes will incorporate an allow-
ance for. dynamic effects directly into the design
loads at the uLtinate and servíceability 1ímit
.states and provide appropriate rnodels for the analy-
sis of vehícle effects at both limiÈ states that re-
flect both static and dynanic response characteris-
tics.

CONCI.USIONS

The provisions regarding dynamic loading of highway
bridges in use in North America have been èssen-
tially unchanged for more than 50 years. It is
questionable whether these provisions were repre-
sentative of bridge behavior at the time they were
developecl. They are certainly not representative
for large, heavy trucks on bridges that are becorning
nore slender and of longer span in the ínterests of
econony.

The OHBDC hâs devel-oped a new terminology and
form for dynanic loading. The code attempts to rep-
resent the principal mechanisrns of bridge loadíng
and response in a manner that the ilesigner can use
with little change from current methods. The pro-
visions have been written so as not to restrict fur-
ther developments ånd are essentially independent of
desígn vehicle geo¡netry. Al-l provisions of the 1983
OHBDC are discussed in another paper in this Record
(Dorton and Bakht).

The OHBDC provisions have been built fro¡n the ex-
perience of the past by retaining values of dynanic
load alLowance for short spans but have added to
this experience by considering the impactive manner
of single-axle loads actíng on the riding surface
and vehicle-bridge interaction over a wide range of
bridge types. The parameters used in the provisions
refer to a dynamic characteristic of structure, fre-
quency, rather thân just span. The change in form
of dynanic loading as a function of freguency has
been supported by tests completed by others.
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Implementation of the Analytical Capabilities Required for

the Aseismic Design of Bridges

ROY A. IùIBSEN antl J. LEA

ABSTRACT

The design of a highway bridge l-ocated in a

region of high seis¡nic risk must include a

detailed and accurate analysis of the bridge
to determine its rnaximum anticipated seismic
loads. To conPly with newly cleveloped code
requirements and to ensure the utnost confi-
dence in the predicted response' the seismic
analysis should be performed by using the
appropriate analytical procedures. The re-
cently developed conputer prograrn seisnic
Analysis of Brittges (SEISAB) used to conduct
seis¡nic analyses that co¡np1y with both the
current AÀSHTO specifications and the Ap-
plied Technology Councíl seismic design
guidelines is clescribed. In addition' a

description is given of the single-node
spectral mêthod clevelopeil for the new guide-
lines for a specific category of bridges
with 1ow to moderate seismic vulnerability.
An exampte is incluiled to ¿lenonstrâte the
applicability of this nethod to a two-span

bridge. A second exarnple is included to
illustrate how SEISAB-I was used to conduct
a response spectru¡n dynamic analysis on a

six-span curved brialge. rncluded also is a

description of the nonlinear dynamic analy-
sis capabilíties to be included in the next
version, SEISAB-II. The inplenentation of
SEISAB-I through workshops funded by the
National Science Foundation and the accep-
tance of the program base¿l on trainee eval-
uations are also briefly described.

Both the current AÀSHTo bridge specifications (!,
which were upgraded following the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake, and the rnore recently adopted AÂSHTO
Seismic Design cuidelines for Highway Bridges (21

require that a single-mode or multimode response
spectrum anatysis be conducted ín the design of
bridges to be located in zones of higher seismic
activity. Because the analytical procedures involved
in seisnic ânalyses are new to nany bridge de-


